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 (u/s 448/326 IPC)

The State

v.

Sri Billal Uddin,s/o-Surhab Ali,Pubthoria,Uluani,Nagaon

Narayan Das,s/o-Anil Das,Pubthoria, Uluani,Nagaon

Nenu Das,s/o-Lt Nripen Das,Pubthoria, Uluani,Nagaon

Pran Krishna Das,s/o-Lt Pabitra Das,Pubthoria,Uluani,Nagaon

Sumanta Das,s/o-Kalicharan Das,Pubthoria,Uluani,Nagaon

                     Date of Evidence    :31-07-12,08-10-12,26-04-13,20-06-13,17-

05-14

                     Date of Argument  :24-08-15  

                     Date of Judgment  :29-08-15

                              

                     For the State : Hema Borgohain, Ld App

                     For the Accused : Premananda Das, JN Hazarika ld def

JUDGMENT OF THE CASE No. GR 71/09

PRESENT : SRI PRANAB SARMA,AJS
JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE

1st CLASS
KALIABOR,NAGAON

ADVOCATEs APPEARED :     
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JUDGMENT

The brief fact leading to the prosecution of above named accused person 

is that on 16-02-09 at about 09-30 pm the victim after having dinner went to the Fishery 

house to stay and look after the field. On that night some miscreants came and seriously 

injured informant’s second son, the victim. On the next day his elder son Bijoy Das seen 

his brother lying near the Fishery . He rushed to his home, informed all. The injured was 

brought to the Jakhalabondha Hospital and thereafter referred to GMCH, Guwahati for 

better treatment. Later on FIR was lodged . This is the case.

 

An FIR was lodged before the Uluani police station.  Seen the F.I.R. A 

case was registered by Police and after investigation police submitted charge Sheet  u/s 

448/326 of I.P.C by the investigating officer .

The accused person, in response to the process issued to them, appeared 

before the court. Particulars of offences  u/s 448/326  of I.P.C are read over and 

explained to the accused to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried, after  

copies were handed over and hearing both sides .

The  prosecution  side  has  examined  seven witnesses  in  support  of  its 

case. The statement u/s 313 CrPC is recorded. The defense case is total denial  and 

adduced no evidence in defence.  .  Heard arguments of both sides.

(i) Whether the accused on 16-02-09 at night entered illegally into the house 

of the victim by committing house trespass?

(ii) Whether the accused had  voluntarily caused grievous hurt to the victim 

by dangerous weapons ?

THE POINTS FOR DETERMINATIONS
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To arrive at a just decision on the points referred above, let the evidence 

on the record be examined. The prosecution side, to establish the culpability of the 

accused, victim has to be examined .  I have gone through the same carefully.

In his  deposition  pw1, the informant, Khagen Das stated that the 

incident took place three years back. The informant and his son victim Makhan Das have 

looked after a Fishery of a Nepali community owner and cultivated nearby lands. On that 

night at about 2/2-30 pm at night victim was guarding in the Fishery. Then accused 

Pran Krishna,Sumanta , Narayan, Billal and Ninu came and hurt his son i.e victim with 

sharp weapons. And there after left the place. Next day morning when the informant’s 

elder son went to field for cultivation then he heard the cry of the victim and informed 

pw1. Pw1 went to the spot and brought him to the hospital. Pw1 also stated that the 

victim after recovery told them about the accused. Pw1 said that the victim got injury on 

his head ,sick and his one ear got displaced.

In his cross pw1 stated that he did not disclosed the names of accused before police.

Pw2,  Bijoy Das ,  informant’s  elder  son stated  that  on that  day his 

brother victim had guarded the Fishery alone. On the next day morning when he went 

to the field nearby Fishery for cultivation he had seen his brother victim lying near the 

Fishery . He informed his father and brought his brother to hospital. He had seen a hole 

below the ear of the victim. There was cut mark on the forehead and sick of the victim. 

He  also  stated  that  initially  he  had  no knowledge  of  the  accused but  after  getting 

recovery,  victim  informed  them  about  the  accused.  His  brother,  victim  had  taken 

treatment for a month.

Pw3,Makhan Das, the victim stated that the incident took place four 

years back. He stated that on that day, at about 09-30 pm he went to sleep at Fishery  

house. Then accused accused Pran Krishana Das, Sumanta Das, Narayan Das, Nenu 

Das, and Billal  Uddin went to the Fishery house. They wanted to play card there . 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF
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Initially he intervened. Later on they (all the accused) played card there since 3-00 pm. 

Then they wanted to go and victim said yes. After a while the accused were returned, 

called the victim and accused Sumanta gave a blow of Dagger and cut his right ear. 

Accused Narayan and Nenu pressed him with their knees. Billaluddin twisted his left 

hand. The accused left the victim believing that he is dead. The victim stated that the 

accused had injured him for  taking Rupees 5300/-  which was with him.  The victim 

became unconscious.

In  cross,  pw1  stated  that  police  had  taken  his  statement  after  his  getting 

recovery. He also stated that his family members had not seen the incident.

Pw4,Smt Ananta Das, mother of the victim stated that his son on that 

day went to Fishery house for staying there at night at about 9-30 pm. on the next day 

of the incident she found her son lying on the bed of Fishery house in injured condition. 

Then he was rescued and brought to the hospital for treatment. Later when the victim 

recovered from injury stated about the accused, pw4 added.

Pw5, Laba Das, is a hearsay evidence. He stated that he himself had 

not seen the incident. He heard about the incident from victim’s brother. 

In his cross examination pw5 stated that police had not taken his statement.

Pw6, Subhasi Das, is also a hearsay evidence. He himself had not seen 

the incident.

Pw7, Ratneswar Kakoty, IO of the case stated that that on 17-02-

2009 the informant came to Chullung PP and verbally informed that his son was injured 

by some unidentified persons . Accordingly the case was investigated by the IO after 

observing  all  the  formalities  and  the  victim  was  examined  on 24-04-2009  after  his 

recovery from injury. After completion of investigation IO had submitted the Charge 

Sheet.
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In his cross examination IO stated that the Fishery house was situated on the 

bank of a pond. IO had not seized any blanket, Torch or lamp in the instant case.

IO also stated that in the statement before police Victim had not stated that 

accused BIllaluddin had twisted his left hand.

Prosecution failed to adduce the evidence of Medical Officer after several attempts.

Upon perusal of all the evidences on record and hearing both sides it appears that the  

incident took place in a remote place at night. The FIR did not tell about the names of 

the accused. There is no other eye witnesses except the victim of the incident. On the 

other way victim is not corroborated by any eye witnesses. Whatever said by the pw1 

,pw2,pw4,pw5,pw6 are all hearsay witnesses. They heard from the victim. 

It is also cleared from the evidences that the victim was injured. But the nature 

of injury is also not proved by the prosecution by adducing the evidence of Medical 

officer. 

The charges against the accused are U/s 448 IPC and U/s 326 IPC i.e house trespass 

and voluntarily  causing grievous hurt.  Some body may enter  illegally  to the Fishery 

house where the accused had resided alone. And also the victim may be injured. But 

that  was  done  by  the  accused  as  alleged  is  not  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt. 

Prosecution failed to do so. Therefore , where there is doubt in proving a case benefit 

goes to the accused side.

Hence, I have reached the inescapable conclusion that the charges u/s 448/326  of 

IPC is not established.
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                                                      ORDER

The accused persons Sri Billal Uddin, Narayan Das,Nenu Das, Pran 

Krishna Das, Sumanta Das, are therefore acquitted of the charges u/s 448/326 of 

IPC and set at liberty forthwith. Bail bond shall be extended up to six months from 

today.     

Dictated under the seal of the court and bearing my signature on this 29-

08-15

 

(PRANAB SARMA, AJS)

Judicial Magistrate, 1st Class

                    KALIABOR: NAGAON
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Appendix

Name of the Prosecution Witness :

Pw1: Khagen Das

Pw2: Bijoy Das

Pw3: Makhan Das

Pw4: Smt Ananta Das

Pw5: Laba Das

Pw6: Subhasi Das

Pw7: Ratneswar Kakoty

Name of the Defence witness :

None

Exhibits:

Ext.1 :FIR


